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Abstract: In this paper discussion about the bots issues in online games which is a serious threat to the online games business and causes a huge revenue loss to the industry has been highlighted. The behavior of bots, present security mechanisms and the shortcomings of existing technologies has been reviewed and some suggestions to improve the security against bots have been purposed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The growing progress in computers in every field has made computers very popular in every field one such field in the entertainment. Earlier entertainment includes Movies, Music and some of the computer games. But with the advancement of internet some new sources of entertainment came into existence such as chatting, online music, videos and mainly online games. Online games made a tremendous progress in a very short span of time. Playing game online with human opponents was one of the major reasons why the players loved this type of game and some games also provide a facility to chat within games which adds to fun in the game. Many gaming companies have made huge profit through online gaming business, one such game is World of Warcraft(WoW) which made a tremendous profit in online gaming industry. The market leader alone—Blizzard Entertainment’s World of Warcraft (WoW)—surpassed 11.5 million subscribers in December 2008, making in an estimated US$150 million in subscription fees per month et al.[1]. Now when the gaming companies make such huge revenue from the game, it becomes a duty of the game provider to satisfy the customer. One of the threats to the game providers is cheating in online games. The definition of cheating says “the execution of some action that is out of the normal games methods or contest with the expectation or hopes that this will bring some advantage to the game” et al.[2]. One way of cheating in online games is by using bots. “Game bot is the tool which is used for the game cheating. Players can gain an advantage out of the context of the game rules’ permission, or achieve the target easily which honest players need longtime effort to get.” et al.[3]

II. MOTIVATION

The question that first comes to our mind is why players use bots? There are different reasons for this. The first reason is to earn maximum gold. When we play the game we make points by hitting the enemy or by completing certain task in the game. The players make gold in order to buy the virtual products in the games which makes their avatar stronger. Some players also make profit by selling the virtual products to some other players in exchange of real currency. In 2009, games played on social networks such as Facebook, games that primarily derive revenue from the sale of virtual goods, brought in 1 billion USD, and that is expected to increase to 1.6 billion in 2010. Worldwide, 7.3 billion USD was made from virtual goods that same year. et al. [4]. So in order to make maximum game currency with minimum labor the players use bots moreover a part of game could be boring and repeating again and again so the players use bots to skip that part and jump to next round. The other reason is as bots require no human intervention so they can run automatically again and again, so that player can make hefty points by playing the game for 24 hours without getting fatigue. When some players make too much game currency by using the bots in the online games the price of the online virtual items in the game increases as a result the interest of the honest players who play the game in a fair way decreases and switches to some other games or stop playing that game. Which decreases the number of players playing the game hence it leads to the loss of revenue to the game developers which demotivates the game developers to further invest in the online gaming industry as a result this industry faces set back.

III. TERMINOLOGY

The word “bot” comes from the robot which does all its work automatically. In context of online games the “Bot” is a program that automatically plays the game with minimum or zero human effort. A bot is artificial intelligence expert system software which for each instance of the program controls a player. These programs automatically run without any human intervention or very little human effort and keeps on killing a large number of enemies as a result of it the player can kill a large number of enemies and earn a lot of points. Bots are broadly of two main types et al.[5]

- Static bots are designed to follow pre-made waypoints or path nodes for each level or map. These bots need to have a unique waypoint file for each map, or a path node system embedded in the map, if they are to function. For example, Quake 3 Arena bots use an AAS (area awareness system) file to move around the map, while Counter-Strike bots use a WPT (waypoint) file.

- Dynamic bots, on the other hand, dynamically learn the levels and maps as they play. RealBot, for Counter-Strike, is an example. Some bots are designed using both static and dynamic features.
Gold farming is a process in which the players make the maximum points or makes gold by playing the game again and again or killing large number of enemies they gain certain points which helps them to get some reward which makes their character better et al.[6]. People in China and in other developing nations have held full-time employment as gold farmers. While most game operators expressly ban the practice of selling in-game currency for real-world cash, gold farming is lucrative because it takes advantage of economic inequality and the fact that much time is needed to earn gold in-game currency. Rich, developed country players, wishing to save many hours of playing time, may be willing to pay substantial sums to the developing country gold farmers.

IV. ANALYSIS OF ANTI-BOT MECHANISM

Following are some of the measures that are provided to check the online bots.

A. Players Reporting and GM Patrolling

In et al.[7] the author proposed a process in which if a player playing online games, when find someone suspected cheating then they report to the game master (GM). When GM receives the report the GM checks if the player is playing according to the rules or not if any suspicious activity is received then the account of the player is blocked. The GM also performs the petrol in the game and looks for the bots or players who cheats in the game and freeze their accounts. But since the number of players are lot more than the number of GM so it’s very difficult for GM to detect all the bots moreover some bots follow the human-like behavior.

B. Improve Packet Encryption

In view to cheaters can find the encryption schemes of the packets, the game operators need to make some more complex algorithms for packet encryption in order to make it difficult for cheater to understand. But this technique also have drawback as the more time would be required and more resources would be required to deal with data. As a result the player would not be able to experience the realistic experience. And more over this packet cannot prevent the packet to be cracked et al.[8].

C. Monitor by Server

Once finding suspicious behaviors, servers will compares against known cheat code. GM will freeze the cheaters account if data matches with cheat code. As the number of game players increasing, servers need deal with more data and kinds of game bots. Heavier burden for servers might affect the game quality et al.[9].

D. CAPTCHA Test

The player will see a text in the image and he will need to enter the text in the image, in case he is able to enter the correct text he is authorized to play the game. But this mechanism fails the smooth function of the game. Moreover the player can use the image reorganization software’s et al.[10].

E. Embed Monitoring Tool in Client

In this we use some tools that uses tools that detects for suspicious software’s that are running on the client computer including memory, game process space, DLLs running in that space and so on. Some tools even do things like reading the window text in the title bar of every window and doing a scan of the code loaded for every process running on your computer to check the bots. But these software’s compromises with the clients privacy moreover these are stopped by the anti-viruses. Furthermore cheater can use more advanced hack technology to invade them et al. [11].

F. WoW Alyzer

In et al.[1] the authors purposed an approach in which, when a player moves his or her character in a virtual world, the game client regularly sends packets with new coordinates to the server. Hence, the movement coordinates readily variate on the server side. The first approach is to log the character’s movement and use this game trace. In this way, we eliminate dot clusters that occur when multiple packets arrive in quick succession at the same location for example, to update the rotation when the mouse turns a character. The simplification helps the waypoint extraction algorithm concentrate on areas where the dots accumulate because the character passed that point several times. In this the researchers calculated the number of times the player passes through the same segment. The main difference between human player and the bot was that the bot player follow the same path again and again hence bots go through the same segment repeatedly while the humans are adventurous and try to do new things and also there is no chances that a human can follow same segment paths again and again because there is always a variation when human play a game.

A. Human Observation Proofs(HOPs)

It differentiate bots from human players by passively monitoring input actions that are difficult for current bots to perform in a human-like manner et al.[12]. The talk describes a prototype HOP-based game bot defense system that analyzes user-input actions with a cascade-correlation neural network to distinguish bots from humans.

B. NEO Protocol

In et al[13] the author proposed a protocol that divide the time into the uniform time intervals, called rounds, in which each player sends its update all the other players. Each update is encrypted and a key with which they are encrypted is exchanged between the players. Rounds are used by players to send their updates with the most delays, because late updates will be ignored. Following cheats are avoided with this technique:

- **Delay Cheat**: Avoid this cheating through limited size round. Late updates are ignored.
- **Inconsistency cheat**: NEO avoids inconsistency by using digital signatures, Players audit the
• game state, and when two of them discovers different states, the packages received are used how cheating evidence.

C. Neural Network Approach
In et al.[14] The choice of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) was made because their great capacity to pattern recognition and generalization, where the network after trained, can recognize patterns that were off the training step. Accordingly a brief study, two ANNs architectures were chosen the Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) and a time delay architecture, the Focused Time Lagged Feedforward Network (FTLFN). Data to be analyzed by the ANN, is related to the processed information send by the participants, where there are linear and angular velocities in three axes (X, Y and Z), energy variable (amount of energy that one virtual hover has) and turbo variable (informing if hover can run faster or not). Even with the ANN approach, the system will remain with the passive reaction that means, the client’s machines will report their results to the server, where a judge will just take an action accordingly the relevant information sent.

V. FLAWS IN CURRENT ANTI-BOTS SYSTEM
Although the techniques we have read are quite useful for the defense but yet these are not enough to stop the bots from entering the online games. The first reason is there is no standard definition for online “Game Bots”. The second reason there is many different games and different bots are designed for different games so the approach we use for one game may not be applicable for the other game. The third reason is bot maker keeps on using up to date technology for making bots which makes us difficult to identify the bots in the online games. There is a lack of laws and punishments for the people who are found culprit of cheating in the games. The last reason for this is lack of game security is different from other tradition techniques of security used over internet.

So it is not too much explored yet, a large party of this study is yet to be touched so it will take time to develop an extremely secured system.

VI. CONCLUSION
As we see that online games are becoming extremely popular these days, yet the security issue is a big concern for them. Although many security mechanism exist but still they are not sufficient to stop the bots in the online games. The game developers and the service providers should invest more in the game security and a strict action must be taken against those people who are found culprit of cheating. This area still lacks in research so more emphasize should be given on the up to date anti bots mechanisms. So our future work is to develop an anti bots system which can detect bots in the games, so that the proper action can be taken against them.
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